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Abstract
The German Remote Sensing Data Centre DFD of DLR is about to set up an Intelligent Satellite-image Information System
ISIS for public services. ISIS has to be regarded in the context of national programs on ecological mapping and International Space
Year 19921SY activities. ISIS provides acess to long term satellite imagery and ancillary data archives within, DFD. Users will be
supported by a network of powerful image processing workstations and guided by means of computer-based expert systems.
Resumé
Le Centre Allemand des Données Télédétections DFD du DLR projète l'installation d'un système d'information intelligent à
l'imagerie satellitaire ISIS pour usage publique. ISIS doit être vu dans le contexte des programmes nationaux de cartographie
écologique et des activitées de l'Année Spatiale Internationale 19921SY. Le système d'information ISIS réalise l'accès aux archives
de l'imagerie satellitaire et aux informations supplémentaires du DFD. Des employeurs sont assistés par un entre/ac de systèmes
interactifs pour traitement d'images digitales. En outre ils sont guidés par un subsystème d'information avec méthodes de
l'intelligence artificielle.

+ Introduction
Du ring the last two decades remote sensing of the eart from satellites has become one of the most important space
applications. Satellite-borne sensor systems operationally provide worldwide data of land surface, ocean and
atmosphere, that could not be extrated by conventional measurements. ln the context of global climate changes
(greenhouse effect, ozone hole, deforestation) remotely sensed data must be utilized to monitor phenomena of
ecological relevance.
A couple of cientific research programs have been recently initialized to deepen our understanding of the dynamic
system: earth-ocean-atmosphere and its interactions, among those are:
• IGBP (International Geosphere Biosphere Program)
• WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment)
• TOGA (Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere)
• CORNINE (Coordinated Information System on natural resources within the European Community)
Others are sheduled in the frame of the International Space Year (ISY 1992), which is dedicated to Global Change
Outreach investigations.
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Parallel to those scientific activities, data acquisition and archiving is subject to the EOS - program (Earth

Observation System). From 1997 polar orbiting platforms will provide users with a comprehensive spectrum of
simultaneously recorded data. Prier to the EOS-scenario the operational sen sors LANDSAT, SPOT, NOAA etc. will
be supplemented by ERS-1, JERS, ATMOS or/and GEWEX ans other systems recently under development. This wil
guarantee a comprising instrumentation for earth observation even for the mid'90s.
ln contrast to many hardware oriented remote sensing programs in the past, the concept of EOS sets equ ivalent
priority to the installation of intelligent information - and archives - facilities :
• The CEOS Working Group on Data (Comittee on Earth Observation Satellites) specifies mandatory
standards and recommandations for data formats and archive structures.
• An international network of identically configured master-directories is being implemented, the primary
nades will reside at NASA, ESA and NASDA, with sub-nodes at national agencies like DLR. From every node ot the
network users can start retrieval on worldwide available datasets and ancillary informations.
Within this context the objectives of DLR's project ISIS (Intelligent Satellite-image Information System for
ecological mapping) can be summarized as follows:
• The implementation of a central database of geocoded satellite imagery and supplemental data for multisensoral and multitemporal analysis without restrictions concerning sensor types or area coverage . DLR has been
national data distributor within ESA-Earthnet for a couple of years, so the age ney disposes of a long term archive of
remotely sensed data. ln addition, on of the 4 Processing and Archiving Facilities of ESA for ERS-1 Radar datais
recently und er construction atthe Oberpfaffenhofen research centre. DLR ope rates receiving facilities for METEOSAT
and NOAA and is building up a receiving station in the Antarctica for ERS-1 and NOAA-data.
• Providing tools for geocodoing and calibration, i.e. the mapping of data to commonly used cartographie
projections and the removal of internai bias in reasonable time-frames.
• lntegrating ISIS in the international corn munication network of comparable databases of the space agencies.
ln addition user support will be promoted by an information subsystem based on artifical intelligence methods and
powerful workstations and processing software for data evaluation.
The full potential of remote sensing will only be exploited in a ope rational and economical way if the continuity of
comprehensive data access can be en su red fort he entire public and scientificcommunity. To achieve this is the central
aim of ISIS. At long term, remotely sensed data will such become an essential constituent of environ mental research
and preservation.

+ System configuration
The functional components of the information system ISIS and their interaction are illustrated in Figure 1.
• The system management contrais the data flow from data acquisition to geocoding and archiving within the
Data and Information-Management System (DIMS) of DLR. METEOSAT and NOAA-Data from the receiving facility
and data from the antarctic ground station can be accessed-on line via Local Area Network.
• Geocoding is performed by means of 6 powerful workstations, the se data sets will be usually stored on tapes
or opitcal disks, selected data however will be archived in the Opticai-Disk-Jukebox-System (00-JS), where they
can be accessed on-line along with a quicklook batabase for retrieval and mosaicking purposes.
• The lnformation-Subsystem is based on a deductive database structure, that supports users by intelligent
handling of relational database info files on datasets, sensors, projects, interfaces etc. Catalogue retrieval will be
enabled on internai archives and supplemental databases. ISIS communicates with the Prototype International
Directories (PlO) of NASA, ESA and NASDA.
• Data processing,- integration and - interpretation as weil as software development and project work will be
supported by a network of image processing workstations.
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Fig. 1 : System Components of ISIS

+ Data acquisition and archiving
The conceptional design of ISIS does not set any restriction to the number and kind of datasets being acquired.
However in arder to keep the archive handable it is necessary to introduce a ranking of sensor-data with respect to
the ir relevance for ecological research.

-Image data of satellite-borne sensors will be basic to the information system. For global coverage, geostationary satellites of the METEOSAT/GOES type provide worldwide visible and infrared data with spatial resolutions
of up to 5 km with daily repetition. Europe will be typically recorded by polar orbiting sensors like NOAAITIROS,
designed for oceanographie applications and climatologie research. The grou nd resolution is 1 km, data reception at
DLR is 4 to 6 times per day. Much more detailled spatial information up to 10 m pixel-size can be derived from the
mapping sensors like LANDSAT-TM, SPORT or the ERS-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (1991 ).
- Ancillary data in analogue form have to be digitized prier to computer processing. They can be stored either
in rasterized, vectorized or alphanumerical form . The most important representative of that species will certainly be
Digital Elevation Models (DEM), being necessary for geocoding as weil as for ali applications that require threedimensional data.
• Vectorized data, i.e. linear- and area- information such as traffic and water lines, boundaries are usually
digitized from maps or photographs. Basic data sets will be WORLD DATA BASE Il and ethers. Another important
datasource for the German territory will be digital topographie maps from ATKIS, a project being performed by the
Federal Geodetic Survey.
• Tabular information generally relates to abjects provide with geographie location, an example is the digital
Gazetteer of Geographical Names. Other representatives are files containing image annotation derived from
classification or calibration parameters to transfer image gray-values to physical units.
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Fig. 2 : Datasets for On-line access on Opt icai-Disk-Jukebox

Rectified datasets wi ll be generally stored on conventional media i.e. magnetic tapes and optical disks. User
access to this archive requires operator actions.
Frequently used datasets, typically multitemporal coverages by LANDSAT, SPOT, ERS -1 and DEM plus global
vector-datasets, will however be kept on optical disk jukeboxes for on-line-access (Figure 2), the storage capability
will be about 1 Terabyte. Data retrieval and selection wi ll be supported by a graphical user-interface handling
quicklooks and annotation-files as weil as data.

+ Geocoding
Datasets form different sources can only be overlayed or arithmetically and logically integrated if they have been
rectified to the same cartographie reference system before (lotz-lwen, Schreier, 1989). Within DFD 6 powerfull
workstations of type SUN 3/370 will be installed for this task, where another 3 SUN SPARC Stations will be used for
quality control and software development. Preprocessing of SAR-data is being performed und er ESA-contract. Du ring
precision geocoding a set of ancillary databases (Figure 3) has to be accessed:
The Map Library System (MLS) (Peissker et al., 1990) that contains topographie maps of scale 1:50 000 rsp. 1:
100 000 fort he entire a rea of Europe, global coverage is achieved by the Navigation Ch art 1:1 Mio. The MLS catalogue
management is based on ORACLE, such enabling interactive retrieval and access to a variety of map - and map series parameters.
Grou nd Control Points (GCP) for image-rectification will be alternatively stored as coordinate - triples or as image
- chips. By me ans of intelligent processing-software for specification of se arch a reas, geocoding can henceforth be
largely automatized. Parametrical geocoding by modelling of ellipsoid, orbit, attitude and sensor-internals is used for
bath optical sensor- and radar- data.
The horizontal displacement due to the influence of terrain height must be corrected for by integrating Digital
Elevation Models (DEM). DEM's of different spatial and height resolution will be provided in a hierarchical database
structure.
Taking into account storage capability restrictions, interest will be focused on the development of runtime optimized processing procedures rather than storing a variety of specifie product versions.
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Fig. 3: Databases for Geocoding

+ Image Processing
A network of powerful workstations based on SUN SPARC-Stations 4/60 (Figure 4) supports hybride interactive
image processing ln addition SUN 3/370 servers will be applied for central services, being partly equipped with
additional hardware periphery like digitizer-tablet, colour-screen, scanner, piotter and image recorder. Ali hardware
- and software - tools have been standardized.
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• UPSTAIRS for the processing of raster image data, this software is driven by UNIX (X-Windows) as weil as
by VMS (DEC) operating system. it has been installed at various institutions in Europe, and it is going to be one
standard tool for ERS-1 data processing at ESA-EATHNET in Frascati. Data interfaces have been implemented to
PC-based ERDAS image processing system and to ARC-INFO.
• ARC-INFO is a commercial softwar-parckage for handling vectorized data (Sittard, 1990). ln it's standard
configuration it disposes of interfaces to ERDAS and SICAD (Siemens).
• Database administration is exclusively governed by the ralational database system ORACLE. Th is ens ures
uniform procedures for data-transfer, data-retrieval and data access.

+ lnformation-subsystem
The information subsystem is the central component of ISIS, it controls retrieval and access to the OD-Jukebox
and other image and supplementary data being stored within the different archives (Figure 1). Th roug h integration in
the international Master Directory Network a variety of external catalogues and ancillary informations will be made
available.
Artificial intelligence tools will be applied to implementa specifie query language for the definition of conclusion
ru les and to real ize an inference machine working on these rules. The inference machine will be coupled to a set of
infor-files within a relational database structure.
- an information-pool on remote-sensing pl atforms and sensors;
- a project-pool with informations about ecological reseach projects and interfaces;
- an app lication-pool on environmental research subjects, remotely and sensable parameters.
The goal of the information-subsystem is to provide users with a broad spectrum of information about the availibility
and nature of data, to promote data extraction and to support the adequate data processing.
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Fig. 5 : Communication interfaces
The configuration concept of database- and user - interfaces can be depicted from Figure 5. Further upgrades
ans extensions of ISIS will be determined primarily by actual project demands, the availibility of new sensors and
cooperation with national and international partners. This concerns especially the access to external archives (e. g.
literature databases at ESA and UBS).
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+ Applications
Fruitful utilization of satellite imagery requires the availibility of ancillary thematic information and expertise.
Through pilot-studies the virtual benefits of integrating different datasets as weil as software tools will be investigated.
The intention behind is:
• to demonstrate the efficiency of the information database ISIS for specifie applications;
• to test ISIS tools with respect to processing of various data-combinations and upgrading of software
according to user-specifications;
• to document experience and recommendations in user-manuals, and to implement know-how into the
information - subsystem in order to improve user support,
·
Sorne of the envisaged pilot-projects are based on prior research of DLR:
• large-scale mapping of forest disease and evaluation of it's spin-off to erosion, karst-development and
depletion of soil quallity,
• mapping of sea-ice and glacier coverage and dynamics by means of optical - and microwave-sensors,
• mapping of sea temperature distribution in the contexte of global and regional climate change,
• production of the matie maps from satellite imagery.
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